Back to Basics
How to Save More Money
with Condition Monitoring

Abstract
Some dramatic claims have been made about the level of expected returns from Condition
Based Maintenance, with figures ranging from 5:1 to 20:1. In reality the experience is less
dramatic, with many organisations making returns of less than 2:1. Nevertheless some
organisations do achieve the significantly higher levels of savings promised. This paper will
examine the key strategies that distinguish the best from the rest and serves as a checklist
for the busy maintenance manager wanting to get the most out of the squeezed
maintenance budget.
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Maintenance Budgets under Pressure

Most manufacturers are feeling pressure on costs caused by a
combination of factors. The Global recession has seen markets for
many goods and services shrink, and this is particularly keenly felt
in the Eurozone where the euro is under threat from defaults in
loan repayment from a number of member nations. Governments
are under severe pressure to cut back on spending to rein in
budget deficits and reduce borrowing: this has a particularly
significant impact on construction work and hence on demand for
primary materials, as well as further damaging public confidence
and hence the propensity to spend as public sector workers face
reduced incomes or redundancy. The global recession has also led
to a reduction in the amount of capital available for UK firms to
invest in upgrading processes and equipment (Ref. 1). In this
environment maintenance budgets may come under severe
pressure as companies look to cut costs.

Figure 1 - The
Economic Climate

Challenging

At the same time the rapid technological development of formerly developing nations, particularly
China and India has seen outsourcing of both manufacturing and services as these nations are
increasingly able to deliver goods of the required quality whilst still enjoying advantages of lower
wage costs (Ref. 2). Statistics such as “China graduates 600,000 Engineers annually and India 350,000,
whilst the US only graduates 70,000, and Europe 100,000” have caused alarm. Whilst the skills
threat from China and India has almost certainly been heavily overstated (Ref. 3) Western
manufacturers and governments cannot afford to be complacent because the underlying trend is of
a continuing rapid rise in capability from China, India and others.
I’m willing to bet that none of the readers of this paper would care to contemplate a significant
reduction in living standards! It is, therefore, incumbent on Western manufacturers to extract
maximum value from existing plant and processes at a time where capital for investment is hard to
come by. We must manage our costs and assets better. In fact, since many of our controllable costs
are determined by the way in which we manage our assets, it can be claimed that excellence in Asset
Management should be a key strategic aim in developing a competitive advantage for UK
manufacturing in the long term, and not just as a response to challenging economic times. In service
sectors and in facilities operators or owners will want to implement successful Asset Management
programmes to maximise financial returns and preserve the value of the facilities in question.
Condition Monitoring is frequently deployed as part of an Asset Management strategy, and brings
promises of significant savings in maintenance costs and improvements in production capacity. This
paper, the first in a series, examines the claims made about Condition Monitoring, the reality and
puts Condition Monitoring into context as part of a wider approach. Subsequent papers will examine
some of the detailed principles and practices which need to be observed if Condition Monitoring is
to deliver on the promised claims.
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Condition Monitoring – Spin vs. Reality

Condition Monitoring (CM) and Predictive
Condition Monitoring
Maintenance (PdM) have gained wider
Claimed savings
acceptance over the last decade, and can
be considered a normal part of an asset
 $20 saved for each $1 invested…
management programme. Technological
advances continue, making it cheaper to
 30% increase in revenue,
deploy sophisticated diagnostic and
monitoring systems to a wider range of
 50-80% reduction in maintenance costs,
assets. For the maintenance or asset
manager this must be a good thing.
 30% reduction in spares inventories
Vendors of CM equipment, consultants
 20% to 60% increase in overall profitability
and service providers make bold claims
for the returns to be delivered from
implementing PdM programmes. A
sample of these is given in Figure 2. The
Figure 2 - Claimed Savings
data in the graph below (Figure 3) is
frequently quoted: a survey of web articles and books on Predictive Maintenance revealed over 30
articles referencing this data. Many sources cite it as a US ‘Electric Power Research Institute’ study
into maintenance costs, some giving the date of the original publication as 1990, others as 1988.
One author (Ref. 4) attributes the data to a paper by R Hudacheck and V Dodd (Ref. 5) published in 1977.
It seems likely that the EPRI referenced Hudacheck and Dodd’s earlier work, which relates to
Machinery Surveillance in an oil refinery setting.

Rotating Equipment Maintenance Cost
$ per installed hp per year

The point here is that the data is presented out of context; we are asked to take it on trust that the
savings are entirely due to the
implementation of Condition Monitoring
Maintenance: Costs vs. type
without understanding the specific
practices that led to the savings, and that
what applies in the industry in which the
20
specific study was made, applies in our
industry, whatever that may be. As
15
Deming warned, ''To copy an example of
success, without understanding it with
the aid of theory, may lead to disaster."
10
(Ref. 6)
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Figure 3 – Annual Maintenance Cost / hp vs. Type
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We are also asked to believe that the
data from 1977 is still relevant over thirty
years later. One might legitimately ask
that, if Condition Monitoring is so
successful, where are the up-to-date
surveys?
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In May 1998 (still over 10 years ago!) the American trade magazine Plant Services conducted a
survey of its readership to determine current status and future plans of their companies’ Predictive
Maintenance Programs. Respondents from over 500 companies contributed. The survey covered
plants with annual maintenance budgets of between $100k and $100M, with Predictive
Maintenance budgets of between $70k and $4M, including labour costs, equipment procurement
etc. The following figures were reported (Ref. 7):
●
●

86% of plants used one or more Condition Monitoring techniques,
14% (the remainder) all claimed to be planning to start a programme within 3 years.

Of the companies carrying out Predictive Maintenance:
13.0% did not report returns
50.8% did not recover the investment
26.2% recovered invested costs
10.0% recovered costs and made a significant impact on profitability, generating returns of
5:1 and more.

●
●
●
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Figure 4 – Plant Services Magazine 1998 Survey results – PdM returns

1.1x to 5x costs

> 5x costs

Avg Savings
(Ref. 7)

It is therefore highly appropriate, especially in these recessionary times, to consider the factors
which deliver high returns on the technological investment in PdM. Why do some organisations
succeed in realising high returns whilst many do not break even? My experience of 25 years in this
field is that the majority of the factors which deliver outstanding results are not technological, but
organisational. Better results are obtained by more diligent implementation, better management
and better leadership. This series of papers will focus on the practices which make the difference.
I’ve tried to generalise these practices to make them relevant to any situation, but there are no
universal prescriptions: please adapt what you read to your own, unique, situation.
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Before We Go Further, Some Definitions

Every field generates its own jargon, Maintenance is no exception. This paper will use the following
terms a defined below.

Condition
Monitoring

• Regular measurements made to determine and
monitor the ‘health’ of an asset.

Predictive
Maintenance

• A.K.A. ‘Condition Based Maintenance’
• Maintenance where decisions to repair or
replace are based on the results of Condition
Monitoring

Proactive
Maintenance

• A.K.A. ‘Design-out Maintenance’
• Applicastion of precision standards in
manufacture installation and maintenance
combined with equipment improvements made
to improve reliability and so reduce
maintenance costs.

Figure 5 - Maintenance Definitions

4

How Condition Based Maintenance can Yield Returns

Before considering these key practices, it is worth revisiting the ways in which CBM can yield returns.
There are four main ways:

Detect potential failures at an early stage
Savings through better risk management and planning
Discover & correct the causes of poor reliability
Attack the root-causes and implement fact-based, targeted improvements.
Displace other maintenance tasks
Delete / Defer / Diminish less cost-effective, intrusive ,time-based tasks

Improve plant capacity and throughput
Figure 6 – How PdM Achieves Savings
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Some examples of the savings that can be generated are given below:
●

Failure prediction: PdM identified impending bearing failure in a large vacuum blower at an
unloading terminal through vibration analysis. Spare parts were ordered and labour planned.
Repair of the blower was carried out between dockings at a cost of £6,000. A previous failure
had led to complete rebuild of the blower and burn-out of the motor, costing over £80,000
and increasing unloading times, risking demurrage charges (Ref. 8).

●

Reliability Improvement: A chemical plant identified a bearing defect in an inverter driven
motor. The bearing was removed and inspected. It was determined that the damage had
arisen through the passage of electrical current whilst the motor was turning. Review of the
maintenance history indicated the bearings had been changed every two to three years. The
manufacturers confirmed that the motor drive-end bearing should be insulated with a
ceramic coating for inverter use. This was rectified and the motor has now been in service for
ten years without overhaul, resulting in a £15,000 maintenance saving every 2 years (Ref. 8).

●

Displacement of less effective forms of maintenance: A chemical plant used thermal imaging
to identify water ingress into lagging on pipework at risk from Corrosion Under Insulation
(CUI), prior to shut-down. Rather than de-lag and inspect the all the pipework, the pipework
was selectively de-lagged based on the thermographic results, with an additional, random
de-lagging to act as a control. All the areas identified by the thermographic survey either had
water ingress or insulation defects. None of the control areas did. The inspection department
determined that the scaffolding and manpower savings amounted to c. £35k for a survey
costing £2,300 (Ref. 8).

●

Through a combination of all of the above leading to
improved capacity and throughput: An American
manufacturer of automatic transmissions implemented a
reliability improvement programme for machine tool spindles
including Vibration analysis, Thermal Imaging, Oil analysis,
Ultrasound and precision assembly of spindles in a clean
room. For a $100K investment in equipment, facilities and
training, and on-going costs of c, $90k per annum,
maintenance and energy savings of c. $300k per annum were
realised. The largest return was the value of the increased
throughput. At a time of 100% demand for the product,
unplanned downtime was reduced by 30%, leading to a 10%
increase in effective capacity, enabling additional sales worth
Figure 7 – PdM Savings in
millions of dollars per annum. (Ref. 9)
Machining

Almost everyone knows about Condition Monitoring’s ability to predict failures. This has been the
main selling point of PdM, and the benefits are not to be understated, but I suggest that the greater
returns over time can come from the other three ways. The first three ways are about reducing
maintenance costs; however the last way involves adding value to the business through the creation
of greater productive capacity, without capital investment.
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Predictive Maintenance and Condition Monitoring in Context

Maintenance costs as % of ARV

Allied Reliability, an American Predictive Maintenance and Reliability consulting firm, carried out a
survey of 25 plants over 5 companies to determine the correlation between Reliability, maintenance
costs, safety and productivity. Maintenance costs were presented in terms of the Maintenance
Budget as a percentage of plant’s Asset Replacement Value (ARV). The data is shown in Figure 8,
below (Ref. 10).
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Figure 8 - Maintenance costs vs. PdM Implementation 'Depth'

There is a clear correlation between the extent to which Predictive Maintenance has been applied
and maintenance costs, but the plants which achieved the lowest costs also implemented a range of
measures which, taken together, formed a reliability programme of which PdM was but a part.
These programmes transformed the maintenance culture in the plants at which they were applied
and ensured value was obtained from all four ways of achieving a return from PdM. Those that have
seen lower returns have just bolted CBM onto existing maintenance practices, without substantially
changing the way they already go about maintenance.
Evidence of this is given by Ledet (Ref. 11) who examined plant uptime changes achieved by a number
of plants in a multinational chemical company who had implemented a range of maintenance
improvement strategies (Figure 9 , over). Ledet found that implementing Predictive Maintenance
without having an adequate planning and Work control system results in a decrease in uptime.
Implementing a planning and work control system resulted in modest uptime increases, however
significant improvements were realised through the integration of Predictive Maintenance and
planning and work control Systems, with greater still benefits coming from the transition to
Proactive Maintenance involving Defect Elimination.
These findings should not be surprising. In the absence of an adequate planning and work control
system, maintenance is inevitably reactive. In such a situation maintenance resources are going to
be devoted to fight the biggest fires. The fact that Predictive Maintenance has detected in incipient
failure in a machine that may give rise to a breakdown in three months’ time is not going to be well
received if the maintenance manager has a breakdown on a critical system to deal with today and a
backlog of repair work on non-critical plant to attend to tomorrow. As a result, intervention only
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takes place close to failure, if at all. Without an effective planning system the ability to order spare
parts and prepare work methods and tools well in advance and to co-ordinate a stoppage with the
Operations function is absent, so downtime and cost savings are not realised. Meanwhile resources
have been diverted from repair activities to staff the Predictive Maintenance effort.

% Uptime Improvement for Maintenance
Initiatives
Planning and Work
Control Only

Predictive Only

Planning and Predictive

Planning and Predictive
and Proactive
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Figure 9 - Uptime Improvements Resulting from Maintenance Initiatives

It is only when proper planning and work control systems are introduced that the true value of
Predictive Maintenance is realised. The ability to anticipate failures now brings what previously
would have been breakdowns into the planned maintenance regime. Typically a maintenance job
that is unplanned will cost ½ as much again as the same job would on a planned basis because the
job is executed less efficiently and time is wasted having to find spare parts etc. If the same task is
carried out on an emergency basis the cost can be expected to double because of having to pay over
the odds for emergency deliveries, overtime etc. etc. (Ref. 12). Work control, planning and scheduling
are therefore critical to Predictive Maintenance.
To get the full benefits, including defect elimination, a change in mind-set is needed. Organisations
must go beyond seeing maintenance as ‘repairing broken things’ but in terms of providing a cost
benefit through reliability improvement in partnership with the Operations function. As Ledet put it,
‘Don’t Just Fix It, Improve It!’ Interestingly, those who belong to organisations operating a Total
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Productive Maintenance model will recognise the approach as being an aspect of the Continuous
Improvement philosophy recommended by Deming and incorporated into the Toyota Production
System. It is possible to have a Defect Elimination programme without Predictive Maintenance, but
Condition Monitoring technologies bring significant benefits to Defect Elimination programmes
because of their ability to provide hard evidence on failure modes and the root-causes of defects
and, just like with Planning, Predictive Maintenance combined with Defect Elimination brings
significantly greater benefits than either approach on their own. Again this is not surprising – any
amount of monitoring will not improve reliability: it is only when improvements to equipment
design, or installation, operational and maintenance practices are made that reliability
improvements and hence cost reductions and uptime improvements result.
A more complete model of a Reliability improvement programme might look like Figure 10:

Precision Installation
& Maintenance

Operator
Asset Care

●

Specification for
Reliability

●

Confidence in the ability of Condition Monitoring to predict faults allows you to cut down on
other forms of maintenance.
The resources you generate through cutting down on other forms of maintenance allows
you to aggressively tackle defects and unreliable machines as you focus your labour on the
more value-adding work of improving machinery reliability.
Improved reliability builds greater confidence with operations, allowing you to push for the
greater co-ordination and operations involvement which will be necessary to secure the
highest level of benefits.

CM / PdM

●

Defect Elimination

I’d like, therefore, to suggestImproved
that you view
these four ways
of achieving
Reliability,
Lower
Costs a return as a journey,
referring back to Figure 6:

Maintenance Strategy

I invite you to consider where your organisation is on this journey. Wherever you are, the next step
will probably involve changing
the mind-set
and culture
the organisation,
Maintenance
Planning
andof Work
Control starting with the
maintenance organisation and moving further afield. Delivering sustained, high-level benefits is a
long-term project, requiring carefulMeasurement
management andSystems
strong leadership.

Leadership: Vision & Direction
Figure 10 - Reliability Improvement Model

6
6.1

Components of the Reliability Improvement Model
Leadership: Vision and Direction

Leadership underpins the Reliability Improvement effort. In most organisations the complete
adoption of a Reliability focussed approach to Asset Management will take a significant change in
both day-to-day practices and to organisational culture on the part of both operations and
maintenance personnel. To achieve this requires committed leadership by senior management and
the articulation of a clear vision of the future state of the maintenance programme.
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Measurement Systems

This is the second foundational element. Systems need to be in place to measure key performance
indicators which both measure the progress which has been attained and provide a leading
indication of future progress. This is a subject for another paper.
6.3

Maintenance Planning and Work Control

This is the third foundational element. As previously discussed, this needs to be in place to allow the
benefits of Predictive Maintenance to be realised.
6.4

Maintenance Strategy

The fourth and final foundational element: a Maintenance Strategy process has to exist in order to
determine the most cost effective and technically appropriate mix of maintenance tasks for assets. It
is not necessary to fully carry out a review of maintenance tasks before implementing Predictive
Maintenance, but a process must exist in order to help evaluate where PdM can displace less cost –
effective preventive maintenance tasks.
6.5

Defect Elimination

This is the first pillar that can be built on the foundation elements as a defect elimination process
starts impacting immediately on reliability problems, generating savings for re-investment.
6.6

Predictive Maintenance / Condition Monitoring

Predictive Maintenance can start to deliver benefits once the planning system is in place.
6.7

Specification for Reliability

It is cheaper to design reliability into plants and equipment than it is to achieve higher levels of
reliability on an existing plant through continuous improvement. A process needs to be developed to
communicate field lessons to project teams and provide a means for the financial justification of
through-life reliability when new projects are being developed or equipment is being specified.
6.8

Precision Installation and Maintenance

This pillar relates to the attainment of high standards of installation, maintenance and servicing of
equipment to maximise reliable life. It includes, for example, alignment and balancing standards,
lubrication and contamination control measures and specifications for equipment overhaul and
repair.
6.9

Operator Asset Care

No maintenance organisation can keep up with problems caused by mal-operation and neglect of
equipment. Operator Asset care involves training operators to look after equipment and operate it
within design limits and to perform basic visual inspections. Operators should have ownership of
equipment and responsibility for its’ reliable and safe use.
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Where to Begin?
Having read the foregoing sections one can understand why
many organisations fail to achieve tangible results from Predictive
Maintenance programmes. Whatever the technology, success is
not a simple matter of buying an instrument & software, sending
a technician on a basic course and comparing measurements with
pre-set standards. Attention must be paid to the cultural and
organisational aspects of maintenance and on the relationship
between maintenance and operations.
Organisations wishing to start with Condition Monitoring and
Predictive Maintenance programmes must build the foundations
first:

Figure 11 – ‘Out of Box’ Solutions?
●

●

●
●

Management must drive and lead the process and communicate a clear vision and direction.
Training of staff in the concepts of Predictive Maintenance and Reliability will play a
significant role in this and, done properly, can be a source of inspiration.
Measurement systems must be put in place to allow progress to date and likely and future
results to be seen. A good place to start is to get an accurate idea of existing costs and
performance to serve as a baseline against which future progress can be trended.
Examination of this data will also show which areas need to be tackled first.
A maintenance planning and work control system must be in place.
There should be a process for reviewing the package of maintenance tasks that are
appropriate for a given asset, full benefit can be gained from the introduction of Condition
Monitoring inspections to displace less effective intrusive inspections.

Figure 12 - Virtuous Cycles
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The work required to fully develop a Predictive and Proactive Maintenance effort should not be
underestimated, however the potential payback is very large. New implementers will need quick
evidence that returns can be made, so it is important to start with a manageable programme, get
success and then grow the system incrementally in a series of ‘Virtuous Cycles’ (Figure 12) in which a
portion of the savings made at each step are re-invested in growing the programme.
At each step the following order is suggested (refer to Figure 6):
1) Prepare: Identify the potential benefits and determine the likely savings and improvements
to be had. If required, get trained in the necessary methods and techniques. Communicate
the vision, the objectives and the plan.
2) Predict: Implement PdM to enable identification of faults and prediction of future failures.
Gain confidence in the ability of the techniques you have selected to deliver results. Fix any
problems obvious with the equipment to be monitored so that the equipment is restored to
a healthy state.
3) Proact: Using the PdM results, carry out defect elimination to improve the reliability of the
asset. This should result in savings in maintenance effort, freeing up resources for more
value-adding work.
4) ‘Procedurise’ and make Permanent Integrate the methods you have developed into ‘the
way things get done here’. Create work orders for the PdM inspections and use the
maintenance strategy process to identify any existing tasks that can be ‘deleted, deferred or
diminished’. This should result in further savings in maintenance effort, again freeing up
resources for future defect elimination.

8

Summary

In this paper we have reviewed the claims made for Predictive Maintenance and found that a small
percentage of diligent implementers get full value from their investment, achieving returns of
anywhere from 5:1 up to 20:1 on their investment, however many implementers merely break even
and many fail to recover invested costs.
Condition Monitoring produces savings in four ways:
●

●

●

●

Through Predictive Maintenance, in which the detection of potential failures at an early
stage allows damage which would have ultimately led to in-service failure and reactive
maintenance to be addressed in a planned manner. Savings are therefore gained through
better risk management and planning.
In contributing to Defect Elimination in which the underlying causes of persistent problems
are identified using firm evidence and action is taken to change the design, maintenance or
operation to prevent future failures.
In displacing less cost-effective non-value-adding intrusive maintenance tasks with
inspections that can be carried out easily and quickly during operation.
Through a combination of the above leading to increased reliability and availability, allowing
higher production rates without significant capital investment.
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In order to deliver benefits Condition Monitoring must be transformed into Predictive Maintenance:
a competent Planning and Work Control system must be in place to enable this. The most successful
implementers went beyond using Condition Monitoring to predict failures and additionally used the
technology as part of reliability focussed Defect Elimination programmes which delivered the highest
returns. Diligent implementers also used Maintenance Strategy processes to identify where
Predictive Maintenance could displace non-value-adding intrusive maintenance tasks.
In future papers in this series we’ll address the four ways in which a return can be gained and discuss
the practices which enable success.
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